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Abstract

Estimating the long-term exposure of astronauts on the developing

International Space Station (ISS) requires an accurate knowledge of

the internal exposure environment for human risk assessment and other

onboard processes. The natural environment is moderated by the solar

wind, which varies over the solar cycle. The neutron environment within

the Shuttle in low Earth orbit has two sources. A time dependent model

for the ambient environment is used to evaluate the natural and induced

environment. The induced neutron environment is evaluated using
measurements on STS-31 and STS-36 near the 1990 solar maximum.

Introduction

The commitment of astronauts to long-term exposure to the space environment on the International

Space Station (ISS) requires resolution of issues concerning ionizing radiation. For the high inclination

of the ISS (51.6°), computational models indicate that about half of the ionizing radiation exposure near

solar minimum results from Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCR, 233 _tSv/d), and the bulk of the remainder is

from trapped particles (166 _tSv/d, Wu et al. 1996). There are, of course, contributions from the neutron

albedo of 25 to 54 _tSv/d (varies with solar cycle) excluding effects of intervening material (Wilson et al.

1989). Within the craft, the environment is a complex mixture of surviving primary particles and secon-

dary radiations produced in the spacecraft structure. Various arrangements of detectors have been used to

study the composition of the internal radiation fields within the spacecraft which need to be understood in

terms of computational models to allow a better understanding of the local environment of the astronauts'

critical tissues. As a result, a number of studies of the low Earth orbit (LEO) environment have been

made to better understand the nature of the radiations within a spacecraft (Dudkin et al. 1992; Keith et al.

1992; Badhwar et al. 1995a; and Dudkin et al. 1995) and to understand these results in terms of computa-

tional models (Badhwar et al. 1995b; Shinn et al. 1995; and Shinn et al. 1998).

Measurements of neutrons on Cosmos-2044, flown at an 82 ° inclination between 216-296 km, re-

sulted in 35 _tSv/d using nuclear emulsion (Dudkin et al. 1992) and compares favorably with the neutron

albedo model of 25 _tSv/d estimated for near polar orbits at the cycle 20 solar minimum (Wilson et al.

1989). Similar measurements within the Spacehab on STS-57 in a 28.5 ° inclination orbit at 462 km yield

174 _tSv/d compared to 12.5 _tSv/d from the albedo neutrons near solar maximum. Unlike the Cosmos-

2044 spacecraft, the Shuttle is itself a strong source of neutrons, especially within the massive Spacehab

module in the Shuttle bay. Indeed, time-resolved neutron measurements on the Mir and Salyut stations

(Lobakov et al. 1992) reveal strong neutron levels, mainly within the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA)

passage through the trapped proton belt against a lower background of neutrons in the remainder of time
outside the SAA.

Neutron measurements using Bonner spheres and gold foils were made (Keith et al. 1992) near solar

maximum in the low inclination (28.5 °) with high altitude (617 km) flight STS-31 in April 1990 and in

the high inclination (62 °) with low altitude (246 km) flight STS-36 in February 1990. The neutron dose

equivalent on STS-36 was found to be 45 _tSv/d compared to 25 _tSv/d from the albedo model, and on

STS-31 the measurements were 345 _tSv/d compared to 12.5 _tSv/d from the albedo model, again show-

ing the Shuttle to be a strong source of neutrons. Small spacecraft have relatively few locally produced

neutrons as seen on Cosmos-2044 and also on the Orbiting Geophysical Observatory (OGO-6) satellite

where only 3 to 4 percent corrections of the albedo neutron measurements resulted from neutrons pro-

duced locally in the spacecraft materials (Jenkins et al. 1971; see also Dudldn et al. 1992).



In earlierwork,wehadcomparedcomputationalmodelswithhighlinearenergytransfer(LET)event
ratesthatcausedupsetson theShuttlecomputers(Shinnetal. 1995),withCR-39measurementsonthe
SpacehabmissionD1(Shinnetal. 1995),withspectralmeasurementsusingaparticleidentificationspec-
tral telescope(Badhwaret al. 1995b),andwith time-resolvedlinealenergydistributionsin a tissue
equivalentproportionalcounter(TEPC),(Shinnetal. 1998).In thesestudies,wefoundthatthedetailsof
thevehiclegeometryandmaterials,aswellasthedetectorresponse,wererequiredto beaccuratelymod-
eledin orderto relatethemeasureddatato computedinstrumentresponsesbasedoncomputerevaluated
flux atthedetectorlocationwithinthevehicle.Over-simplificationof thedetailswouldusuallyresultin
poorcomparisons.Throughthesecomparisons,twoweaknessesin thecodeswereidentified:(i) lackof a
descriptionof mesonproduction(Shinnetal. 1998)and(ii) lackof anadequatelow energyneutrontrans-
port algorithmcompatiblewith the HZETRNshieldingcode(Wilsonet al. 1995;Clowdsleyet al.
2000a,b).Mostof thesecomparisonsaredeterminedbythechargedparticleenvironmentexceptfor the
TEPCwhichisequallysensitiveto neutronsandphotons.Still thereisgreatadvantage,in termsof code
testing,to evaluatethecodesagainstmeasurementssensitiveonly(orprimarily)to theneutronenviron-
ment. In makingsuchcomparisons,we first needan improveddescriptionof the trappedproton
environmentandthealbedoneutronenvironment,whichmakea non-negligiblecontributionto thetotal
environmentin LEO. In thepresentpaperwewill developimprovedtrappedradiationandalbedoneu-
tronenvironmentalmodels,evaluatethetotalenvironmentwithinthespecificlocationsof theShuttleand
comparethefmdingswithmeasuredneutronsonspecificShuttlemissions.

Models of the Natural Environment

Three sources of particles in the LEO environment are considered herein: galactic cosmic rays (GCR),

particles trapped in the Earth's magnetic field, and neutrons produced as secondaries during interaction of

the GCR with the Earth's atmosphere. The "splash,, electrons and protons are secondary particles pro-

duced in the atmosphere and are of energy too low to escape the geomagnetic field. These "splash,, parti-

cles follow the geomagnetic field lines to the mirror point where they reenter the atmosphere. They are of

low intensity and are not treated herein. The particles are all modulated by the solar cycle (as represented

by sunspot number, SSN) through various mechanisms, and near term ISS missions will be near solar

maximum, as shown in figure 1.

Galactic Cosmic Rays

The GCR are represented by the environments evaluated by Badhwar and O'Neill (1995) for succes-

sive solar minima and maxima and interpolated herein according to the Deep River Neutron Monitor

(DRNM), (Wilson et al. 1999). The variation of the DRNM over the present solar cycle with future pro-

jections is shown in figure 2. DRNM variations in future years are extrapolated according to correlation

with the projected SNN already defined in figure 1. The Badhwar/O'Neill model is interpolated accord-

ing to the smoothed sunspot numbers and at successive maxima and minima of the DRNM correlation

functions (Wilson et al. 1999). The Smart and Shea (1983) vertical cutoff rigidities (scaled in altitude)

are used to calculate the orbit-averaged geomagnetic transmission factors, including the effects of the

Earth's shadow. The ISS GCR environment near the present solar maximum is shown in figure 3 outside

the geomagnetic field and within the geomagnetic field in figure 4 during geomagnetic quiet times.

Trapped Radiations

The trapped radiations consist of two populations. The inner zone particles result from the decay of

atmospheric neutrons as they leak from the Earth's atmosphere into the trapping region. The inner zone

particles are lost from the trapping region by interaction with the tenuous atmosphere and generally have
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longtrappinglifetimes.Theinnerzoneconsistsof bothprotonandelectrondecayproducts.Theouter
zoneconsistsof electronswhicharenotreallytrappedbutarecontinuouslyinjectedintothemagneto-
spherictail regionandradiallydiffuseto loweraltitudesuntil theyarelost in theatmospherenearthe
polarregions.Theseouterzoneelectronsformthewell-knownauroraduringgeomagneticdisturbances.
Theaveragekineticenergyof eithertheouteror innerzoneelectronsis a fewhundredkeV,andthese
electronsareeasilyremovedbytheslightestamountof shieldingandaremainlyof concernto anastro-
nautin aspacesuit. WithinanypressurevesselsuchastheShuttleor ISS,theelectronsareeasilyelimi-
natedby themeteoroidbumperandpressurevessel.Only theprotonswith energiesnearor abovethe
hundredMeVrangeareof concernwithintheShuttleorISS.

Theparticlestrappedin thegeomagneticfieldweremodeledfromdataobtainedduringtwoepochsof
solarcycle20 (thesolarminimumof 1964andthesolarmaximumof 1970),andbestestimatesof mag-
neticfield coordinatesweretakenfromcurrentfield modelsatthetimeof measurement(Atwellet al.
1989).The1964analysisusingthemagneticfield modelIGRF-65/epoch1964resultedin particlepopu-
lationmapsAP8MIN andAE8MIN for trappedprotonsandelectrons,respectively.The1970analysis
usingthe magneticfield modelUnitedStatesCoastandGeodeticSurvey(US C&GS)/epoch1970
resultedin theparticlepopulationmapsof AP8MAX andAE8MAX. It wasbelievedatonetimethat
betterestimatesof particleenvironmentscouldbegainedby evaluatingthepopulationmapsdefinedon
invariantMcIlwaincoordinatesusingcurrentmagneticfield conditions.This interpolationwould,for
example,containthewestwardshiftof theSouthAtlanticanomalyobservedin recentyearsbyBadhwar
etal. (1996).However,it wasrecognizedbytheShuttledosimetrygroup(Atwellet al. 1989)thatlarge
errorsresultedfrom suchaprocedure,andwe concludedthattheuseof theparticlepopulationmaps,
interpolatedoverthefieldmodelfor whichthepopulationmapwasderived,wouldprovidethebestesti-
matesof thelong-termorbitalaveragedparticleenvironments,eventhoughthewestwardshift isnotrep-
resented.A comparisonof theShuttledosimetricresultsatvarioustimesin thelastfewsolarcyclesand
themodelcalculationsareshownin figure5. Theuppercurveis for solarminimum(1964)andthelower
curvefor solarmaximum(1970).Thesquaresareinterpolationsthatusethesolar10.7cmradiooutput
evaluatedbyAtwelletal. (1989).

Followingtheworkof Atwellet al. (1989),wehaveusedthe 10.7cmradiooutput(/710.7 , W/m 2) to

scale the trapped electron environments as a function of solar cycle. The rationale is that the outer zone

electrons are trapped through the magnetospheric tail and are lost after radial diffusion into the atmos-

phere near the polar regions. The injection and the atmospheric loss are correlated with the radio output

at 10.7 cm, which is used herein as the appropriate interpolating function. The electron flux is assumed to
be of the form

fe(E) = fe,min(E) exp(-_e F10.7) (1)

wherefe,min(E) is the electron flux at solar minimum and _e is evaluated using AE8 MAX data derived
from cycle 20 measurements (Wilson et al. 1999). In the model we use the prior 15-month average of the

10.7-cm radio output for F10.7.

The proton environment has as its source the neutron albedo, and the losses occur through atmospheric

interaction. The proton environment is then proportional, in steady state, to the source and the lifetime

due to atmospheric interaction (Blanchard and Hess 1964). The interpolation procedure assumes a steady

state solution to the population kinetic equations as the product of the albedo neutron source and the



lifetimes.Thisproductis proportionalto the product of the neutron monitor count rate and solar radio

output at the 10.7 cm. The proton flux is then extrapolated by using the following functional form:

fp(E) =fp,min(E) exp[-% (DRNM × F10.7)] (2)

where fp,min(E) is the proton flux at solar minimum, and % is evaluated by using the solar maximum

fp,max(E) derived from cycle 20 measurements, as will be described subsequently. In the model, the

quantity (DRNM × F10.7 ) is averaged over the prior 15 months. Following the recent analysis of Huston

and Pfitzer (1998); (see also Huston, Kuck, and Pfitzer 1998), we use the proton flux at solar minimum

withfp,min(E) = 2.15fAP8 MIN(E) and at solar maximum withfp,max(E) = 2.57fAP8 MAx(E).

The electron and proton environment near the current solar maximum for the ISS orbit of 51.6 ° incli-

nation and an altitude of 400 km is shown in figures 6 to 9. Figure 6 shows the electron flux at three

energy thresholds (0.5, 1, and 3 MeV) as a function of time. The curves are found by interpolation using

a prior 15-month average of the radio flux data with assumed exponential dependence in equation (1).

The relation of the flux in 2001 and the AE8 MIN and AE8MAX models is shown in figure 7. The pro-

ton flux is assumed to depend on the 15-month average of the Deep River Neutron Monitor count rate

times the radio flux output, with exponential dependence as given by equation (2). The results are shown

in figure 8 near the current solar maximum. The proton flux is shown for comparison with AP8 MIN and

AP8 MAX in figure 9. A comparison with the NOAAPRO model (that model is limited to integral flux

above 16, 30, and 80 MeV, respectively) is shown in figure 10.

Neutron Albedo

Albedo neutrons result from the interaction of cosmic rays with the Earth's atmosphere. As the cos-

mic ray intensities are modulated by the solar activity, so are the atmospheric neutrons modulated with

time. The atmospheric neutron model is a parametric fit to data gathered by the Langley Research Center

studies of the radiations at supersonic transport (SST) altitudes during the years 1965 to 1971 that cover

the rise and decline of solar cycle 20. Scaling of the data with respect to geomagnetic cutoff, altitude, and

modulation of the Deep River Neutron Monitor was found to allow mapping of the environment to all

locations at all times, resulting in an empirically based model for atmospheric neutrons (Wilson et al.

1991). The basic data consisted of fast neutron spectrometer measurements encapsulated by a charged

particle anticoincidence scintillator that used pulse shape discrimination to reject gamma rays (Korff et al.

1979). The model was based on global surveys with airplanes and balloons. The latitude surveys by

balloons and aircraft are shown for the transition maximum and at subsonic aircraft altitudes of 250 g/cm2

in figure 11. The curves in the figure are our approximation to the data and are given in terms of rigidity

R (GV), atmospheric depth x (g/cm2), and Deep River Neutron Monitor count rate C in percent of the

maximum (7157) by

dp(x,R,C) = f(R,C) exp(-x/_.) - F(R,C) exp(-x/A) (3)

where

f( R, C) = exp(250/_.) dpa(R,C ) (4)

F(R,C) = (A/_.) f(R,C) exp(xm/A - Xm/_.) (5)
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and

A = _.[1 - d_m(R,C) exp(xm/_.)/f(R,C)] (6)

xm = 50 + ln{2000 + exp[-2(C - 100)]} (7)

qo(R,C) = 0.17 + [0.787 + 0.035 (C- 100)] exp(-R2/25)

+ {-0.107 - 0.0265 (C- 100)

+ 0.612 exp[(C - 100)/3.73]} exp(-R2/139.2) (8)

d_m(R,C ) = 0.23 + [1.1 + 0.0167 (C - 100)] exp(-R2/81)

+ {0.991 + 0.051 (C- 100)

+ 0.4 exp[(C- 100)/3.73]} exp(-R2/12.96) (9)

k = 160 +2R (10)

where k is the neutron attenuation length deep in the atmosphere and is slightly dependent on the energies

of the incoming particles as determined by R.

The neutron environmental model is shown in figure 11 in comparison to experimental measurements

of the Korff group (Korff et al. 1979). The model in the above equations (shown in fig. 11) is based on

measurements within the atmosphere and often at SST and commercial aircraft altitudes. The albedo

consists of those neutrons leaking from the top of the atmosphere (over 50 km) into space. The albedo is

closely related to the neutrons at 48 g/cm2 depth in the atmosphere, which is the upper range of validity of

the atmospheric model of equations (3) to (10).

The 1-10 MeV flux, given by equations (3) to (10) at the depth x of 48 g/cm2, describes the depend-

ence on solar cycle, latitude, and longitude. The leakage flux FL(E) is closely related to the differential

flux q_(E,Q) at the top of the atmosphere as follows:

FL(E) = f cos 0 q(E,Q) dQ (11)

where cos 0 is the direction cosine of the velocity vector with the zenith. There are unresolved differ-

ences among various measurements of the leakage flux, which is in part the assumed angular dependence

of the differential flux. The ratio of leakage flux to flux is given by the New York University (NYU)

group (Korff et al. 1979) in table 1, which we use in the present model. The leakage flux was measured

on the OGO-6 satellite by the University of New Hampshire (Lockwood 1972) during June 1969. The

leakage flux spectrum was measured (Jenkins et al. 1971; Preszler et al. 1972) and calculated (Korff et al.

1979) by various groups over Palestine, Texas during September 1971, as shown in figure 12. The curve

shown in figure 12 for the leakage is

f0.065/E for E _ 10 MeV
FL(E) /

_0.0026 exp(-0.011E) for E > 10 MeV
(12)

The dashed curve in figure 12 is the corresponding angular integral of the differential flux. We have used

these data, the leakage-to-flux ratio, and the atmospheric neutron model to extrapolate the 1-10 MeV



neutron flux to all times and locations at the top of the atmosphere. The total leakage flux is shown in

figure 13 at various solar maxima and minima, and in particular, with the measurements on the OGO-6

satellite during June 1969, which was a local maximum of cycle 20 (i.e., local minimum of the DRNM).

The leakage flux at the top of the atmosphere is extrapolated to low Earth orbit altitude according to

Gauss's law (varies as r-2). There are some inconsistencies among various groups about specific neutron

field related quantities. The present model is biased to the Palestine spectrum of September 1971, the

OGO-6 latitude dependence during the local DRNM minimum of June 1969, and solar cycle dependence

of the high altitude atmospheric neutron measurements, as is clear from the previous discussion.

Evaluation of the Induced Environment

The charged particle environment on the Shuttle has been experimentally studied in detail using track

detectors, charged particle telescopes, and tissue equivalent proportional counters that provide a basis for

evaluating our understanding of environmental models, transport procedures, and engineering model

databases that represent the distribution of Shuttle materials about the measurement locations. Good suc-

cess has been achieved in predicting the internal Shuttle charged particle environmental components

(Badhwar et al. 1995b; Shinn et al. 1995, 1998). A weakness in those earlier comparisons was the lack of

attention given to the neutron component. Neutron measurements were made by Keith et al. (1992) using

a Bonner sphere setup on STS-31 and STS-36, which will be the focus of the present evaluation. One

limitation of the measurements is the range of sizes in the Bonner sphere setup, which ranged from 2 to

8 in. The energy range is limited to below about 15 MeV neutron energies. Analysis of the measure-

ments was made by fitting a simple power law for the flux spectrum (see "Old flux,, entries in table 2) and

is used herein as a basis of comparison. For a reanalysis of the Bonner sphere data, see Badhwar et al.

(2001), in which an approximate account of the higher energy neutrons above 15 MeV on the Bonner

sphere activation rates was made. These results are given as the "New flux,, entries in table 2.

The models for the natural environment are discussed in the previous section, and the induced neutron

environment is evaluated by using the HZETRN code with an improved neutron transport procedure and

definition of the vehicle geometry. The types and energy distributions of particles transmitted through a

shield material require the solution to a transport description of the process with appropriate boundary

conditions that are related to the external space radiation environment. The relevant transport equations

are the linear Boltzmann equations derived on the basis of conservation principles for the flux density

qj(x,_,E) oftypej particles at location x moving in direction Q with energy E as

QoVqj(x,Q,E) = Zf Ojk(Q,Q',E,E') qk(x,Q',E') dQ' dE' - oj(E) qj(x,Q,E) (13)

where oj(E), ojk(Q,Q',E,E') are the media macroscopic cross sections for various atomic and nuclear

processes, including spontaneous disintegration. Equation (13) is to be solved subject to the boundary
condition

qj(r,Q,E) = udj(Q,E) where n.Q < 0 (14)

where I" denotes a point on the boundary, n is the outward directed unit normal at I', and udj(Q,E) is the

external fluence (space environment). In general, there are hundreds of particle fields ¢pj(x,Q,E) with

several thousand cross-coupling terms ojk(Q,Q',E,E') through the integral operator in equation (13). The

total cross section oj(E) with the medium for each particle type of energy E may be expanded as

oj(E) = Oj,at(E) + Oj,el(E) + Oj,r(E) (15)



where the first term refers to collision with atomic electrons, the second term is for elastic nuclear

scattering, and the third term describes nuclear reactive processes and is ordered as 1 : 10-5 : 10-8. This

ordering allows flexibility in expanding solutions to the Boltzmann equation as a sequence of physical

perturbative approximations. Special problems arise in the perturbation approach for neutrons for which

the nuclear elastic process appears as the first-order perturbation and has been the focus of recent research

as described next. The double differential particle production and fragmentation cross sections

Ojk(Q,Q',E,E') of equation (13) are separated into an isotropic contribution and a remainder as

(3 = OF + Oiso (16)

where the remainder OF consists of only forward directed secondary particles and Oiso is dominated by
lower energy particles produced in the reaction, creating a forward propagating component and a diffuse

component.

The solution to equation (13) can likewise be separated into two parts, for which OF appears only in an

equation like equation (13), with solution q_Fand a second equation for the diffuse components in which

Oiso appears in equation (13) but with source terms from coupling to the q_Ffield through Oiso. The solu-

tion to equation (13) for q_Fcan be written in operational form as

qf = GFWB (17)

where WB is the inbound flux at the boundary, and GF is the Green's function associated with OF, which

reduces to a unit operator on the boundary. We will evaluate equation (17) by using the marching

procedure of the HZETRN code. There remains the evaluation of the remainder terms Oiso of equa-

tion (13), especially the low-energy neutron transport.

The remainder of equation (13) following the separation given by equation (16) is

Q'Vqj(x,Q,E) = Ef Oiso,jk(E,E') qk(X,Q',E') dQ' dE' - oj(E) qj(x,Q,E) + gj(E,x) (18)

where the source term gj(E,x) results from the collisional Oiso source with the OF field. The charged
particle fields of equation (18) can be solved analytically, leaving the low-energy neutron fields to be

evaluated by using energy multigroup methods and approximating the integral term by the mean value

theorem evaluated at a parametric energy point. It requires a solution to a boundary value problem for the
distribution of neutron sources along a 512 array of directions about each location within the vehicle

where the fields are to be evaluated. This procedure can be time consuming (a few minutes per ray per

evaluation point) on a serial machine when one is mapping the radiation environment at many locations
within the human body and at many locations within a complex structure such as the Shuttle, RLV, ISS,

or Mars mission vehicles and habitats. The solution methodology implies a great deal of repeated

operations (for each direction) with differences only in the distribution of source terms, distances to the
boundaries, and boundary conditions. This high degree of parallelism will be used to greatly speed the

computation by doing all 512 directions in parallel. Other parallel operations could also be used in the

solution of the q_F fields that are solved by marching procedures which require modifications of the

HZETRN code configuration.

The induced neutrons are represented by a forward component wherein the usual HZETRN transport

procedure (Wilson et al. 1995) is used and a diffuse component, in which multidirectionality of the neu-

trons is accounted for (Clowdsley et al. 2000b).



Results for STS-31 and STS-36

The flight dates and orbital parameters of STS-31 and STS-36 are given in table 2. STS-36 is shown

as a low-altitude, high-inclination flight dominated by the GCR in the first quarter of 1990. The STS-31

flight was a high-altitude, low-inclination flight dominated by the trapped proton environment a few

months later. Both flights occurred near the maximum modulation effects of the solar cycle. The GCR,

trapped particles, and neutron albedo were evaluated by using the above described models and were

transported into the Shuttle materials by using the multigroup-neutron/HZETRN code (Clowdsley et al.

2000a,b).

The results for the STS-36 flight are shown in figure 14. The two JSC analyses are shown as the dot-

dash (old) and dash curves extending downward from the upper left comer of the graph and terminating at

15 MeV. At this low altitude and high inclination mission, most of the induced neutrons are from the

GCR and neutron albedo. The neutrons induced by the natural environment are shown in the figure as the

solid curve. The results for the STS-31 flight are shown in figure 15. The JSC data are shown as the dot-

dash (old) and dash (new) lines extending downward from the upper left comer. In this low-inclination

high-altitude mission, the neutrons induced by the trapped protons in the Shuttle materials are the domi-

nant neutron component. The GCR contribute neutrons at much higher energies but contribute little in

the range of the measurements. The spectral shape in the important 1-10 MeV region from the neutrons,

induced by the trapped radiations and by the GCR, is quite distinct. It is not clear whether this peculiar

shape is a limitation of the current preliminary nuclear database for developing solution methods (Wilson

et al. 1991) or a fundamental difference in the production processes. Also, it is not clear whether the

spectral differences with the JSC measurements are a result of the simplified analysis of the Bonner

sphere data used in reducing the measurements. An improved database for ISS is currently under devel-

opment and is expected to shed more light on these issues.

It is of interest to evaluate the importance of the neutron environment on astronaut exposures during

Shuttle operations in LEO. The neutron measurements were taken at dosimeter location 2 (DLOC2)

within the Shuttle vehicle. It is here we evaluate the exposure of the astronaut by using the computerized

anatomical man (CAM) model for skin, ocular lens, and blood forming organ (BFO). The results for the

STS-36 flight at low altitude and high inclination where the GCR and neutron albedo dominate the expo-

sure are given in table 3. It is seen from the table that neutrons from the albedo and those induced in the

Shuttle materials contribute from 11 to 15 percent of the exposure to critical organs. In this case, the

Shuttle environment is dominated by the GCR and the neutrons are predominantly induced through inter-

actions with the Shuttle materials. Similar results are shown in table 4 for the high altitude and low incli-

nation orbit of STS-31. In this case, the Shuttle is effectively shielded by the geomagnetic field, and the

exposures are dominated by the trapped radiations.

Long-Term Variations

As a test on variation over long time periods, we compare the calculated dose with the log of Shuttle

data over many years (1983 to 2000), recently published by Badhwar (1999, 2002). We have only evalu-

ated a sampling of the reported data at four locations in the Shuttle (DLOC 1-4) with results given in

table 5. It is difficult to judge any systematic time behavior as the measurements were over a broad range

of altitudes and inclinations. The lower inclinations are dominated by trapped radiations at almost all

altitudes and provide a rigid test on the trapped particle environment modulation. The 51.6 ° inclinations

have comparable contributions from both trapped particles and galactic cosmic rays. The model results

are generally lower than the measurements by ten percent or less. The exceptions are two low inclination



and high altitude flights (STS-31 and STS-82) which are 3.4 and 6.9 percent higher than the data,

respectively.

Concluding Remarks

Three things have been accomplished in the present analysis. First, an improved description of the

LEO environment has been developed in terms of time dependent trapped radiation models and an

improved neutron albedo model. The second accomplishment is an improved computational procedure

for evaluation of the induced neutron environment within spacecraft interiors. Finally, a step in validating

the means by which we evaluate the mixed radiation environment by using environmental models, com-

putational transport procedures, and vehicle geometry models has been made. Although the computa-

tional procedures for GCR components appear well represented by the JSC measurements, the trapped

environment comparisons leave some open questions because the reduced spectrum from the measure-

ments on the low-inclination flight of STS-31 appears less structured than the computational model. This

difference may be due to the simplified analysis of the measured data or the uncertainty in the nuclear
database.
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Table 1. Ratio of Leakage Flux to Flux as Function of Energy and Geomagnetic Cutoff

Leakage to flux ratio for energy (MeV) of--

Pc, GV <0.001 0.001-1 1-10 10-19 19-100 100-2000

0 0.07 0.63 0.55 0.48 0.45 0.38_0.23

17 0.07 0.64 0.56 0.49 0.53 0.46_0.39

Table 2. Space Shuttle Measurements of LEO Environment

Parameter STS-36 STS-31

Launch date 28 Feb. 90 24 Apr. 90

Duration (days) 4.43 5.05

Altitude (km) 246 617

Inclination (°) 62 28.5

Old flux (n/cm 2 MeV min) 5.92(-+0.27)/E0.765 45.1 (-+1.9)/E0.765

New flux (n/cm2 MeV min)

Eth < E < 20 MeV 0.82E-1 + 8.5e-El4.74 6.78E-1 + 59e -E/4.74

20 < E < 100 MeV 0.82E -1 + 300E -2.6 6.78E -1 + 2090E -2.6

100 < E < 400 MeV 0.022e -E/IO0 + 300E -2.6 O. 185e -E/IO0 + 2090E -2.6

TLD Dose, _Gy/d 89 1660

Table 3. Exposure of Critical Organs Within the Shuttle During STS-36 at DLOC2

STS-36 at 62 ° inclination and 246-km altitude during February 1990. Values in parentheses are for the

charged particle components only.

GCR daily exposure Dose, _Gy/d Dose equivalent, _Sv/d

Skin 55.6(53.4) 219.5(205.1 )

Ocular lens 54.6(51.9) 213.9( 195.1 )

BFO 54.3 (50.9) 184.1 (167.3)

Trapped and albedo daily

exposure Dose, _Gy/d Dose equivalent, _Sv/d

Skin 0.64(0.32) 3.1 (0.89)

Ocular lens 0.65(0.27) 3.1(0.39)

BFO 0.59(0.12) 2.4(0.17)

12



Table 4. Exposure of Critical Organs Within the Shuttle During STS-31 at DLOC2

STS-31 at 28.5 ° inclination and 617-km altitude during April 1990. Values in parentheses are for the

charged particle components only.

GCR daily exposure Dose, _tGy/d Dose equivalent, _tSv/d

Skin

Ocular lens

BFO

Trapped and albedo daily

exposure Dose, _tGy/d Dose equivalent, _tSv/d

Skin 2540(2540) 3830(3750)

Ocular lens 2520(2510) 3560(3470)

BFO 1610(1600) 2300(2230)

Table 5. Comparison of Present Model With Shuttle Flight Data

Flight

STS-41A

STS-51D

STS-31

STS-43

STS-62

STS-65

STS-67

STS-80

STS-82

STS-91

STS-101

STS-92

Date

11/83

4/85

4/90

8/91

3/94

7/94

3/95

11/96

2/97

6/98

5/OO

10/00

DRNM*

6421

6661

5701

5894

6771

6822

6925

6973

7074

6894

6460

6417

Collected data, BxGy/d

DLOC TLDt

64.6

917.4

2141

20.7

94.3

28.3

250.8

264.4

2978

89.1

140.8

165.9

Calc., _tGy/d

59.6

889.3

2290

18.6

89.2

25.1

238.1

256.5

3080

83.2

131.1

153.4

*Deep River Neutron Monitor count rate.

tGCR corrected TLD- 100 data.
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Figure 1. Sunspot number (SNN) for International Space Station (ISS) environment in first week of June 2001

according to present model; 400 km x 51.6 °.
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ing to present model; 400 km x 51.6 °.
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